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Review of Literature on Inbreeding 

Some dif ference of opinion among scientists and prac-

tical breeders .exists as to what really c onsti t ut es inbreeding, var-

iously known as line breeding, in-and-in breeding, interbreeding and 

incestions breeding. 

In its broadest conception, inbreeding signifi es any 

breed.ing which results in "fewer different ancestors in some parti-

cular generation or generations than the maximum possible nwnber f or 

that generation or generations". l Inbreeding is therefore opposeu 

to cross breeding or the breeding together of unrelated individuals. 

However, in the literature bearing on this s ubject some authors dis-

t i ngui sh between inbreeding and line breeding. Inbreeding, by this 

school is restricted to three fDrms: 

1. Mating of sire to daughter, the offspring hav-

ing three-fourths t he blood of the sire, a system which, when follow-

ed up by mating sire to granddaughter followed by the sire to the 

great granddaughter, and so on, results in a line of ancestry which 

has practically the entire blood of the sire. 

2. Mating, of dam to son whic h when f ol l owed to mat• 

iDg of dam to grandson and so on result s in t he elimination of the 

blood of the sire and intensification of the blood of the dam. 

3. Mating of .brother to sister, a system of 

breeding in which the blood lines of both sire a.nd dam are pre-

served in equal proport i ons . 

Among plants, inbreeding by this school is res-

tricted to two forms: 
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1. Fertilization with pollen from another flower on 

same plant. 

2. Fertilization with pollen from same flower or self-

fertilization. 

Breeding among plants or animals more distintly related 

than those mentioned but within a given line of descent is termed 

line breeding. Inbreeding in this sense is line breeding carried to 

its limits and will therefore show the advantages and disadvantages ui 

line breeding in very intensified results. 

One of the basic factors to plant and livestock improTe• 

ment lies in the intensification of desirable qualities in certain 

notably superior individuals. In discussing the improvement of 

poultry, Pearl writes that "a careful study_ of the history of the 

best improved strains of livestock of all sorts, including poultry, 

leaves no room for doubt that the attainment of the highest degree 

of excellence has always been associated with the practice of a very 

considerable amount of inbreeding, of a rather close degree." Ran-

dolph Hnntington, breeder of Arab horses of exceptional merit, gives 

his experience in the development of his stock as follows: 

"With me, close inbreeding has proved a sure test for 

purity, and my best, most uniform results , have been inbreeding the 

dam to her son and to her grandson, and then breeding the produce to-

gether, intensifying such breeding by going back to the grand-dam with 

the grand children until I had a family." 

N. H. Gentry, best known America.n breeder of swine 

states, "My experience with inbreeding is that you do good, or fail, 

in proportion to the quality in the strain of blood; that is, you in-

tensify what you have, let it be good or bad, let be weak or strong 

in constitution." 
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Selection of unusual individuals for a certain char-

acter or characters in both plant and animal breeding in the produc-

tion of superior strains is one of the most common method.s of attain-

ing the de.sired result. Galton's conclusions in regard to the trans-

mittal of desirable or undesirable qualities by the parent to the 

offspring seem to show that improvement by selection is unlimited. 

"Average parents tend to produce average children; minus parents 

tend to produce mjnus children; plus parents tend to produce plus 

children ; but the progeny of extreme parents, whether plus or minus, 

inherit the paternal peouliatities in a less marked degree than the 
5 latter were manifested in the parents themselves." This conclusion 

was based on a study of human statue as the unit character and show-

ed two.-thirds inheritance and one-third Degression with respect to ex-

tremeness either way from the average. 

Galton's law of regression stimulated thought along 

this line and led to t he hypothesis that by continually breeding from 

plus parents, while taking into consideration a partial regression 

to type, the offspring would acquire more and -more of the plus qual-

ity until a plus race woul d be established. This line of reasoning 

shows unlimited possibilities where vigorous selection should be 

practiced for indefinite periods of time. 

rt received, however, a rather severe set back in the 

work of Johna.nnsen, a Danish botanist. J ohnanns en took for his 

studies a "self-fertilizing, prolific, and easily measurable bean"6 , 

Phaseolus. At first he secured offspring from both small and large 

beans which f l uctuated around the mean of the parental type; that 

is, large beans prod.uced some small beans . and small beans produced 
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eome large beans. This led Johannsen to believe he wa s dealing with 

a mixed population and brought about the isolation of his so-call ed 

"pure lines", which he d f~fines as the descendants from a single 

homozygqus organism exclusively propogating by self-fertilization. 

However, Johnannsen's measurements from the progeny of each of these 

pure lines va.ried around its own mec.n away from which he c ould not 

shove it by selection. He found, unlike Galton, "no inheritance 

and complete regression",6 and led him to conclude that "selection 

within a pure line is absolutely without effect.n6 

The following table is a summa.ry of Johnannsen' s data 

on Pure Line I. 

Mean weight of selected Mean weight of off-
Harvest year parent seed spring from 

Minus Plus Minus Plus 

1902 60 cg. 70 cg. 63.15 cg. 64.85 cg. 

1903 55 80 75.19 70.88 

1904 60 87 54.79 66.68 

1906 43 73 63.55 63.64 

1906 46 84 74.38 73.00 

1907 56 81 69.07 67.66 

~rom the preceding table, no increase in weight over 

the mean for the pure line can be ascribed to selection for the av-

erage weight of the offspring from minus parent s is greater in one-

half the harves t years than is the mean weight of the offspring from 

the plua parents. Neither is there any continuous movement either 

plus or minus from the mean of the pure line but in every case the 

weight of the average offspring is nearer the mean :for the pure line 

than it is to that of its respective parent. 
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Although this leads to the conclusion that "selection 

within a pure line is absolutely without effect", one should not get 

the idea that canmercial species of self-fertilizing plants such as 

wheat, oats, barley, rice, beans, peas, and so forth, cannot be im-

proved by selection, because such species consist not of a single pure 

line but of a mixture of pure lines or what is known as a population. 

These species or mixtures of pure lines contain some pure lines better 

than the average and others inferior to the average and can thus be 

improved with respect to productiveness by the isolation of the sup-

erior pure lines for breeding stock. Here only , as shown by the 

work of Johnannsen, will improvement by selection stop. It should 

also be borne in mind that the ad~antages and disadvantages of this 

pure line discussion are not applicable to either crossed plants or 

animals because no pure line as Johnannsen defined can be produced 

under such methods of reproduction. 

While self-fertilization, and therefore the most intense 

inbreeding possible, tn normal self-pollinated plats shows "no recog-

nizable ill effects''f cross-pollination or outbreeding in such 

species is attended by no result of economic importanoe except in 

. securing recombinations of characters. Jones in Connecticut Agr-

icultural Experiment Station Bulletin No. 207 quotes the following 

statement attributed to Burk: 

"Plants that are regularly self-fertilized show no 

benefits from crossing and nowhere in wild species is there evidence 

of an injurious effect from self-fertilization, and there is abund-

ant evidence of continued vigor and high fertility resulting from loug 

continued self-fertilization." 



However, with plants so designed by natur e as to se-

cure cross-pollination as in maize or rye, enforced inbreeding or 

self-fertilization in the production of "pure lines" is attended 

by various evil results. As stated by Castle, "Enforced self-

poll ination results in small unproductive plants, lacking in 

vigor",' or by Babcock and Clausen, "Self-fertilization in maize 

results in marked reduction in vigor and hence in size of plant 
a and productiveness of seed "· The results of inbreeding natural-

ly cross-pollinated plants show a deterioration rather than a 

loss of characters as crossing such inbred strains restores lost 

vigor and productiveness in first generation hybrids and "may 

even surpass the original variety in yield, height or length of 

ear".lO Thus breeding for pure lines in such plants is of no 

economic importance except in securing first generation of hybrids. 

Inbreeding in itself is not ha.rmful. "The conse-

quences of inbreeding ae shown by the workings of Mendelian laws i~ 

that latent or recessive characters tend to become homozygous and 

so brought to the surface", while on the other hand ''outcrossing 

brings about the formation of heterozygous traits which make reces-
11 SiTe characters and render them ineffective". 

To illustrate the above principle, suppose that 

a breeder of purebred cattle of polled type discovers in hie herd 

an individual, for example, a cow, which has horns. As the deter-

miner for polled character. is dominant over the determiner for 

horned character, he decides to produce by inbreed.ing a horned 

breed of cattle. 
• 
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A recessive individual in such a herd must necessarily 

be pure o;r homozygous for this character or otherwise the dominant 

chara.cter (the polled character) would have insured an individual 

without horns. This breeder is therefore justified in consider-

ing the cow as pure for the horned character • • 
He therefore mates and then remates her to a bull pure 

for the horned character until he secures two calves, one a male 

and the other a female, but both of which will necessarily be poll-

ed. When these two calves become adult and II8ture the gametes p for 

polled, H for horned and P for polled, H for horned , re8pectively, 

and are mated, the offspring by Mendelian ratio will have the germ-

inal dete·rminers PP, Ph, hP and hh, or one individual in every four 

homozygous for the polled character, two heterozygous for the poll-

ed character and one homozygous for .the horned character • He has 

therefore to produce several such homozygous horned individuals and 

continue to inbreed. them to secure the horned breed of cattle. 

Castle states that this "reappearance of a recessive character after 

skipping a generation in the peculiar proportion, one-fourth, of the 
\ 

second generation of off spring is a. regular feature of Mendelian 

inherita.nce".13 

~he follo\ll i ng diagrams illu~trate this princ i ple graphfl!t 

loally: 
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As previously stated, inbreeding in itself is not 

harmful. If, however, a tendency for sterility, or a recessive de-

terminer for sterility had been associated with a dominant charact~r 

for fertility (or the ability to produce living young} in the cow 

used to form this horned breed of cattle, this breeder would have ~· i.. 

struck the same obstacle that Thomae Bates encountered in the pro-

duct ion of hie famous Dutchess cattle. A recessive character for 

sterility in individuals will, by the same governing laws, just as 

certainly come to the surface when inbred as did the horned char-

acter given above in the polled breed of cattle. However, a homo-

zygous individual for sterility cannot possibly breed as there is 

no determiner for fertility present to enable such an individual to 

produce potent germ cells. However, as Castle states, inbreeding 

only tends to bring inherent defects to the surface, not to create 

them, while outcroseing only tends to hide, not to exterminate, 

them, and led him to conclude that "any racial stock which maintains 

a high standard of excellence under inbreeding is eertainly one of 
. 14 

great vigor, and free from inherent defects." 

Pearl, of the Maine Experiment Station, has de-

vised a quantitative measure of the degree of inbreeding exhibited 

in any particular pedigree that is equally applicable and comparable 

to all pedigrees, regardless of degree or type of inbreeding. This 

system is based on the number of times the same individual or indi-

viduals appear in the ancestry of an animal and expresses in the 

form of a percentage the relation between the maximum number of 

possible ancestors in any generation and the actual number exhibited. 

!he following mathematical expression gives the 
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degree of inbreeding iavolved or the "coefficient of inbreeding": 

Zn : 100 ( Ph+l !.. ·Qn+l) 

Ph+l 

Where Phil' denotes the maximum possible number of different indi-

viduals involved in the ma.tings of B+l generations, and Qn+l the 
15 actual number of different involved in these matings, as can easily 

be seen by su.bsti tut ing actual figures, this coefficient is 0 where 

only cross breeding has taken place and rises as the intensity of 

inbreeding increases. 

Pearl claims that the value of this work lies in the fact 

that "the successive coefficients of inbreeding indicate the rate and 

degree to .which the possible number of different hereditary unit 

factors present in the ancestry are subsequently reduced as a result 

of inb~eedingnf6 but Castle doubts whether such a coefficient has 

any utility, and takes exception to the above statement trhen he 

declares that an individual "might ·appear the maximum nwnber of 

times in the pedigree (e.g., as sire in every generation) without 

lessening in the least the heterozygosity of the descendants, since 

in every generation the maximum number of different kinds of gametes 

would be int r oduced". 17 

Numerous breeding experiments with . several different 

species of plants and animals hav~ been carried on for many inbred 

generations. Also many other species of animals of commercial 

importance have been intensively and extensively inbred by practical 

breeders. In reviewing the results of such records and experiments 

one finds seemingly conflicting evidence as to the value of inbreed-

ing. A few examples1 .&ome favorable and some unfavorable1eumpJ-es 
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will be cited with no attempted explanation of the results secured 

in individual cases but the reader is referred to assumptions pre-

viously recorded and which can easily be applied to different re-

sults to show the causes for success or failure. 

Darwin inbreed morning glories, Ipomoea purpurea, in 

comparison with cross bred plants for ten generations with respect 

to vigor measured by length of vine, and found that cross 'bred in-

dividuals were , on the average to inbrei individuals as one hun-

dred is to fifty three, or that the cross bred individuals were al-

most twice as vigorous. He found, however, in this species sensi-

tive to inbreeding one individual in the sixth inbred generation, 

which was stronger, more vigorous and prolific than its competitor, 

and w~ich transmitted this peculiar constitution adapted to self-

fertilization to its offspring. 

Shramel ru. s. D. A. Year book 1905) found with corn 

that in four generations of continuous self-fertilization, the vi-

tality .had become so weakened that the seed failed to germinate. 

Hays and East (Conn. ~xp. Sta. Bulletin No. 168, page 11), found 

that the first generation of inbreeding has the greatest detrimen-

tal effect with corn. However, Sharmel found that with tobacco, 

a plant normally self-fertilized but with a floral mechanism favor-

able to a low percentage of cross-pollination close inbreeding in-

creased the vigor of the plants. 

castle inbred brother to sister in Drosophita for 

fifty nine generations in suc cession without obtaining a diminui-

tion in either the vigor or fecundity of the race. 

Weisman followed by Voat Guita inbred mice for thirtyQ 
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five generations with a loss of fecundity from 6 - 1 youbg per 

litter in .the first gen~ration to 2.9 in the 35th generation . 

King inbred white rats for twenty two generations with in-

creased size and fecundity and no ill effects towards vigor. 

Bta, on the other hand, closely inbred white rats for thirty 

nine generations with greatly decreased fecundity and const i tutional 

vigor. 

Whatever the results of such experiments have proven to be, 

numerous practical breeders have been unusually successful with in-

bred cattle, swine and horses, a few illustrations from the most 

noted cases being summarized briefly. 

Whe work of Charles and Robert Collings in the development 

of the improved type of Shorthorn shows the value of inbreeding in 

fixing characteristics in the early formative stage in the history 

of a breed. These two breeders purchased the best stock available 

in their native district and, although they inbred in a rather hap-

hazard manner, produced some of the foundation animals in the 

Shorthorn breed, among them being t he famous bull , Favorite, the 

produce of a half brother and sister mating. This bull was used 

indiscriminately upon his own offspring, often to the third and in 

one or two instances to the fifth and sixth generations. His get 

were not only the most celebrated Shorthorns of their day, but his 

immedia,te descendants constitute a large percentage of the entire 

foundation stock upon which the herd book records stand.18 

Another celebrated breeder in the early Shorthorn history 

was Thomas Hates, whose chief fame lies in the production of the 
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Dutchess cattle. Much of the foundation stock for Bates' breeding 

came from the herds belonging to Charles and Robert Collings. These 

purchases were very intensively inbred by Bates and resulted in the 

most famous show animals of all times but which were lacking in fer-

tility, a fact which compelled aates to resort to the use of outsiae 

blood to ir·event the line from running out. 

In America, .8. H. IZentry and A. J. Lovejoy enjoy the 

distinction of being the best known breeders of swine. Both men 

have purebred herds of Berkshires which have been inbrelf for many 

generations. Gentry's herd contains a high proportion of the blood 

of Longfellow, a sire out of an imported sOw and bred by an imported 

boar. He has used Longfellow, Longfellow's sons and Longfellow's 

grandsons in succession to head his herd, and by this method of clos~ 

breeding has produced some of the best known animals ever shown in 

th&s country and much sought after for breeding stock. 

In the human family a striking example of the serious 

consequences involved with inbreeding is quoted by Davenport in 

Heredity in Relation to Eugenics. This family, known as the Jukes, 

descended from a lazy drunkard with defective mentality. Many consan-

guineous marriages took place between his descendants, resulting in a 

progeny of criminals, harlots and prostitutes. 

A study of the literature pertaining to inbreeding 

leads to the conclusion tha.t inbreeding among pla.nts and animals is 

radically different and calls for different conclusions. 

Inbreeding should not be attempted with naturally 

cross-pollinated plants except to secure increased vigor in first 

generation hybrids as close breeding, even for one generation, in 
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such plants has always been associ ated with decreased vigor and pro:-

ductiveness. Inbreeding in naturally self-pollinated plants seems 

to have no detrimental effects as these plants have become adapted 

to th1s 0mode of reproduction and show no beneficial effects by cross-

ing. A general rule for plant production is therefore to periait the 

plants to follow out the method of pollination to which the plant has 

been adapted by nature • 

.Among animals inbreeding is much more complex, due to the 

greater number of characters involved. It ia a suitable method of 

"fixing" desired characteristics in a breeder's herd, but lies open 

to the objection that it fixes with desirable and undesirable char-

acteristics at the same time. Hence it should not be used except 

in the ca.sea of notably superior individuals free from inhe:r::ent defec1ia. 

With the human family the serious consequences involved 

in failure should prohibit the marriage of nea.r kin, a fact recog-

nized in the laws not only of civi li~ed nations but in savage coun-

tries as well. 
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EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

Statement of Problem 

The object of the experiment herein reported is to study 

the effects of inbreeding on guinea pigs with respect to weight, 

vigor, and fec undity. 

Plan of Experiment 

Two groups, consisting of one male and one female guinea 

pig to each group, were to be inbred as closely as possible. Con-

ditions under which t he anim~ls were to be kept were to be the same 

for all individuals. To secure the desired comparisons,occasional 

outcrosses were to be made. Females were to be bred at the age of 

three months. The weight of each anims..1 was to be secured every 

fourteenth day. 

Data Secured 

This experiment was begun in February 1919, and con-

tinued to April 1920. The individuals from each group were secured 

from diff erent sources and bred in order to secure related in-

dividuals. Brothers and sisters resulting from these matings were 

then inbred. 

Several diff iculties were encountered in t h is work. 

;he foundation animals were evidently inferior individuals as four 

ef the seven first secured died a few days after their arrival. 

Difficulty was also had in getting the fema les bred at the proper 

time, and rats proved to be a very serious annoyance. destroying 

not only the young animals but a.lso those that had matured. . 

Through t he above agencies one group was completely 

destroyed before the first inbred generation had been secured. In 
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the other group the first inbred generation was born in March, 1920. 

The rats, however, destroyed both the mother and the young pigs 

before they were a week old. As no females remained to continue 

the experiment the work was dropped. 

As the inbred pigs had not yet reached the age to be 

weighed, no data was secured on which a ~omparison of weights be-

tween the inbred and outcrossed stock can be tabulated, although 

weights for all individuals in the experiment had been taken every 

fourteenth day up to this time. 

Results of E;xperiment 

Fecundit~. - In Tab~e I are presented data showing the 

number of individuals in the litters of z0 and z1 , inbred generationa. 

Table I - Fecundity in A0 and z1 inbred generations 

Generation Number young per litter 

4 

2 

From this table it is evident that there is a very 

decided reduction in the fecundity of inbred individuals when com-

pa~ed to cross bred individuals, even in the first generation. 

Vigor. - There was no apparent loss of vigor or acti-

vity in the individuals of any of the inbred stock that could be 

ascribed to inbreeding. The members of the first inbred generation 

were just as active as were their parents and seemed equally as 

healthy. 

conclusion 

While the data secured in this experiment shows that 
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inbreeding results in a reduction of 5C1fa in fertility in the first 

generationflut shows no loss of vigor or activity, the scope of the 

information is not such that definite conclusions can be made. 
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